
 



Chicken Scratch: 4-19 
-Brewed in April, Good all year round 

 

 I think this counts as me at my raw, unpasteurized best.  

 

April is national poetry month in Canada and the USA. Understandably, 
another token month of celebration might not mean much to you but I take 
poetry month very seriously (or at least as seriously as I might take mango 
appreciation month if that was a thing). Partly out of devotion to the craft 
and partly to distract myself from the lingering remnants of winter, I like to 
set myself a personal challenge for poetry month. This year I wrote 30 in 30.  

 

Writing this many poems in a month entails working too fast to edit, avoid 
repetition, style properly or to rein in on the experimentation. That last 
sentence is basically my disclaimer that while I feel accomplished now, I 
might hate most of these poems in a month's time. Maybe I won't. I call this 
Chicken Scratch since my handwriting is often illegible and these are quick 
scribbles of poems. That’s not to say I don’t enjoy them. There are already a 
few that I've read over and over and still remain entertained. 

 

In a sense, April and I have teamed up to give myself a gift and I'm going to 
enjoy it. Even though the month is done and it's supposed to be too late, 
Care to celebrate with me? 
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1     new threads 
 
 
old long-beard dream merchant 
took me away from the market's spice and silk  
with warm milk and sugar sales pitch: 
‘you look like a man 
who likes souvenirs of the things he's seen   
and who mourns every life that could have been. 
I have just the thing for you.’ 
 
a blazer made of butterflies, 
a kaleidoscope of fragile wings 
so I could flap a firework  
every time I stretch a hand. 
 
I must be too sentimental.  
I see a price tag, think about lives lost 
and still ask what this opportunity costs. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



2     sad story from last November 
 
 
a fawn becomes road kill. 
a doe stalks  
the road side brush.  
throat quivering in unjust guilt,  
she repeats her prayer. 
please come home.   
 
 
 
 
  



3     a tree moans about march  
 
 
the window used to spit reggae 
to feed me in the summer, Tosh 
and Marley made branches grow  
wild dreadlocks in the sky.  
 
it opened last week in an hour  
of fresh air. cold wind stole  
my warm notes.  
 
I don't want to wait in vain for your love 
but there's not much else to do.  
I remain yours, tethered but squatting, 
waiting for the sun and her songs. 
 
 
 
 
  



4     Midas after petting the dog  
 
 
I asked for a treasure map   
but somehow missed the gift in the mirror.  
I tried again, asking for the world  
and getting the riches of life  
in turmoil and the terrific.  
I said let me be specific,  
I want gold. my cup overflows.  
 
so now I really can't ask for too much  
but it would be nice   
if lonely didn't hurt tonight  
 
 
 
 
  



5     chardonnay 
 
 
we were   
red solo cup coasting, 
slowly sipping the potion  
and letting the smiles stretch   
as far as lips would allow  
before tearing  
 
with a mouth so wide the wrong words slurred out.  
a poem danced up from the pit of that cup  
in chopped syllables and slimy similes.  
I explain I tend to sip over proof,  
I live in overdrive,  
and I work way past over time, 
all to mean the music is too slow.   
I preached an overdose.  
 
slow steps back, she said,  
'you're hotter when you're chilled.'  
I told her 'I'm sorry.   
I don't usually don't drink white wine.  
 
 
 
 
  



6     snake charmer's many scars 
 
 
after spending this much time  
wondering if songbirds snore  
or if street cats and stray dogs  
find ample dinners in dumpsters, 
you'd want to turn to reclusion too.  
trying to insulate myself  
from empathy has proven hard.    
 
take it from me, throw a bone at scavengers' feet  
they might get friendly but they still got teeth. 
I find myself here time and time again, 
never letting them change me. 
 
a drunk spewed his guts to  
park bench in midday swelter, a woman 
before me panned wide. I offered  
him water and he said 'fuck you'  
in wounded pride.  
 
 
 
  
  



7     sacred desecration   
 
 
so many things wrong with the simple scene.  
a boy and a girl sitting under a tree, k-i-s-s-i-n-g.  

taboo: this leads to teenage pregnancy, or worse,   
late 30s crises in shared custody and divorce.  

a knife pulled from a pant pocket,  
tip put to bark until it's covered in  
sweet green photosynthesis   
and the thick smell of sap.   

vandals! we give them a title  
in a name borrowed from a tribe of invaders.  
a heart and two letter equation conquer the lumber.   

 
for her part,   
the tree had roots deep enough   
to find the bones of anonymous lovers,   
dead in an embrace. she had always wondered  
how love feels when still trapped in skin.   
when she saw the blade   
she bent a branch to whisper  
'hurt me good and you better leave a scar  
I never want to forget your name'  
 
 
 
 
  



8     postcard from Yesterday  
 
 
nuclear winter drove them all down south  
and finally left space for life to return.  
this used to be known as a living room.  
don't let the rotten triumph of nature deceive,   
these aren't tree trunks but constructed walls,  
there is no canopy, only ceiling,  
the sun only shines in slices,  
the rains smell of rust.  
 
when you get here, I'll show you  
the slivers of metal and glass they would worship,  
myth says they would stare at starlit screens  
to offer devotion, the lights would flash manna,  
they would feast and smile.   
this used to be known as fun.  
 
 
 
 
  



9     ant hill 
 
 
this high up it becomes easy to see 
how we're little more   
than a bunch of busy bodies, 
all frenzy and collide  
for our nameless ambitions. 
back down there its easy to get caught up 
in legends like the early bird gets  
wiggling protein for breakfast 
so you press gas and forego a break  
until you hardly notice the grey hairs  
as penalties for punctuality. 
 
by the time back wheels achieve altitude 
and it's too late to change a mind,  
weightless plays a reminder  
that people aren't meant to get so high -  
this comes through a stomach's summersault in fear  
for being so close to death,  
it comes through airplane floor  
catching you when you feel gravity's neglect,  
it comes through watching mountains become hills   
and worries become ants until everything  
fades into translucence  
and there is only blue beneath the clouds 
 
 
 
 
  



10     would you do the same for me? 
 
 
I'll be savings you a seat.  
way round back, come look for me  
(you know I never liked the middle ground).    
 
I'll keep my bag between them and me,  
that's space for you to breath 
and they'll understand when you come around.  
 
this could be a long journey  
I'll hold your hand if you need.  
have no fear, this ride is heaven bound.  
 
now I've been waiting since last week  
slowly forgetting how to speak  
like what's the use of words  
if you never hear the sound 
 
 
 
 
  



11     a final word before becoming curry 
 
 
you see this goatee thick 
and you think it means wisdom. 
kid, you got me fucked up.  
 
I see this goatee thick  
and I wish I had seen less  
so life still remained magical. 
kid, try not to rush the growing up.  
 
since you're here for some foolish advice,  
I might as well oblige:  
the grass is brown on both sides 
so keep grazing  
and avoid the butcher's eyes 
 
 
 
 
  



12     one  
 
 
I used to have one  
but the plot was misplaced 
so I chose to keep 10  
just to be safe  
 
I thought I found one  
and considered subtraction and divide  
thinking I could reduce multitude and  
simplify, but when that didn't work  
I kept 100 by my bed side  
and wove a dream catcher of hungry eyes  
 
I only ever wanted one.  
instead as consolation prize, 
I get a thousand by my right hand  
and to the left, 10 grand  
but my soul is never satisfied.  
 
what good is a million  
when I don't have one  
and will one get lost in this crowd? 
maybe one more won't be too much  
if it means tomorrow I wake with one.  
 
 
 
 
  



13     grizzly post hibernation 
 
 
now that winter is gone  
and the streets are safe again 
how will we find time  
to say those things  
we swore wouldn't go unsaid?  
thinking we would have forever  
was always a dangerous game.  
I thought you said  
luck would roll her dice 
and throw us back to  
those people who owned love like a secret,  
speaking foreign languages in a crowd. 
will she remember us in this lifetime  
so I can see your face again? 
 
 
 
 
  



14     closing argument in the case of Jekyll and Hyde 
 
 
what does any man need?  
good work, good woman,  
good wine, good weed?  
 
I guess we really can't have it all.  
I guess there's no chance we settle,  
no way to fix all this dichotomy  
and find ennui in a single personality.  
I mean you're made for talons  
on trap doors, sweat under spot light, 
and anxious audience scenery,  
I'm near sighted so that's wasted on me.   
I just need quiet corners,  
dark rum and enough pain for poetry.  
 
people would say we're crazy  
if we explain  
two souls share one skin.  
so we both choose solitude and never let them in.  
 
this means it's just me and you,  
there's no you without I  
so I guess you might as well  
enjoy it for the both of us  
before this night dies.  
 
 
 
 
  



15     masochist says not today 
 
 
I begin at the opposite end  
and make my way around to the beginning, 
I change sides to imagine your point of view.  
I cut myself good on nostalgia but at least  
I make it swift. back then I knew no mercy,  
pulling you apart over months. 
 
the car wheels barrel past your old place 
but my mind hangs back in neutral. 
it's unfair for me to reminisce on sweet things 
like once we were green days on white sands  
and salt air smelled like promise. 
once and nevermore. 
 
for a moment I feel  
I could still love you to death.  
you should know  
I never did figure out why I ever left.  
 
I remember hearts don't mend so easy  
so these hands can never again be clean 
and you know I'd love to stay and drink that pain 
but I'm a bit too busy for sorrow.  
I think of you in yesterday   
and wonder if tomorrow         
will find me pure enough  
to play with the infant. 
 
 
  



16     an uncle's duties 
 
 
I'll play my part and spoil you on stuffed animals,  
turtles, lions and bears  
so you know how to tame wild hearts  
and so you never know lack,  
meaning you'll know how to act when you get new toys; 
 enjoy them while they last,  
 forsake the tears when they break,  
 tear them to shreds to send them to the past,  
 and know there's always hope for better  

in replacements. 
 
your mom tells me watch the cursing  
so for now we switch places,  
I'm the kid careful with my tongue around the elder. 
for now, we're egg shell and teething rings  
even though you're too young to give a shit  
about life lessons or bad words  
 
 
 
 
  



17     Cudjoe asks questions  
 
 
how comes 
they call the ships 'she'  
when there were no feminine charms saved for we? 
master says the word is 'us'  
with instructions written in whips.  
 
maybe they mean boats are middle passage medusas,  
snakes in chains and after swimming in shit 
the first sight of that eternal sea and sails 
is enough to turn you to stone. 
 
it must be either master is ignorant 
or his women are more coconut than cotton. 
don't you think they're more like men?  
full of rusted nail pricks 
and evil mother fuckers 
 
 
 
 
  



18     post script  
 
 
busy body lives  
rob up of our opportunity. 
given the chance  
I'd tell you so much more,  
but where would I begin? 
 
I want to notch an arrow  
on your cupids bow 
and shoot myself a kiss.  
I want you sans silk and security,  
minus mascara and mystery,  
less lipstick, earrings and necklace,  
pumps and designer dress.  
I want to strip off your beautiful things 
to see the you underneath.  
 
where should I end if 
materialist metaphors may cause confusion? 
pardon the mumble, I'm still clumsy with words  
though I do try.  
  
I crave you beyond flesh. 
I want you naked past skin and bone, 
that's beyond bare feet  
and through to open soul 
so I can show you the glory 
in things you consider ugly. 
 
I would end by saying 
I want you like a virus,  
I know anatomy might kill me if I let you inside  
but all my cells would rather colour in death 
than to resume our greyscale separation.  
  



19     a lion begs forgiveness 
 
 
see this black bandana and call it a mane. 
see, these dark glasses are only for hiding blood lust in red eyes.  
see this knife and gun hilt  
and call them fangs and claws  
and understand king or pauper  
purse or bank drawer, 
slave or master,  
kin or foreign clan, 
when it's time to eat, 
you're all sweet blood and antelope meat.  
  
understand this is only personal for me.  
I mean this is legacy: 
I've swam with fisherman and their salt skinned sons, 
stole from farmers and their red dirt sons, 
run from cops and their spoil sport sons 
hid from preachers and their pulpit sons,  
schemed with lawyers and their court house sons, 
yet all I know is absent father and gully born sons - 
my only industry is criminality,  
what else do you expect from me? 
 
 
 
 
  



20     little green  
 
 
she wants heartbreak  
with the love we make.  
 
we move from   
Joni Mitchell and good sativa  
to furious mustang feet  
like heavy diesel engines   
chugging sky high passion through a 4th gear.  
 
she made tones to match the ballads.  
she showed me a little green magic by  
mixing emotions until we were cut adrift,  
leaving bodies to their chaos on chaise lounge.   
 
 
 
 
 
  



21     8-pointed morning star 
 
 
moving clockwise:  
 
  Eli drags his heavy boots through overgrowth  
  to tie his goat by the river  
  so it can chew dew christened leaves 
 
   that mint and chocolate house on the corner  
   flings its door open for the first time today,  
   Sophie steps out. 
 
    Ms Mae kills a chicken for dinner,  
    knife to throat like it's nothing,  
    immune to death so long as it begets life  
 
   a frying pan  
   spews fury at the chef  
   for daring to drip water  
   while coconut oil  

was busy coating flour 
 
  behind the zinc fence,  
  a Barbados lily opens its red  
  to show the sun its yellow centered smile  
 
 heavy water trickles through a gutter,  
 a mother rubs Vick’s on the red peak  
 where an insect pinched the babe 
 
three children turn bus stop to rumour mills,  
preserving the perfect powder and spray by 
flapping tongues to keep cool before the classroom 
  

tony scuffs a shoe by kicking a stone 
 into a garbage drum across the road. 



 no one is around to praise the precision.   
 
and sat in the middle of all this is a hawk, 
curious eyes fixed on a butterfly. 
 
 
 
 
  



22     surreal  
 
 
have you ever seen Kingston lights   
from these kinds of heights?   
the city blinks a galaxy on the ground.   
two girls on opposite sidewalks   
make savage bones into firework and supernova,  
dancing in battle while the traffic   
blazes shooting stars over asphalt.  
the sight is so surreal.    
      
have you ever had road side relaxation,  
sipping an antidote to sober   
as motorcycle engine plays percussion?  
have you fallen asleep to a dancehall   
lullaby pounding from the village square,  
carried over the mountain in   
swinging trees and firefly flashes?  
the feel is so surreal.  
 
meeting you was enough to wish clocks would melt  
to free us from time and halt our ageing   
before I found time to suggest we race to see   
who's first to break the other's heart.   
our collision felt like 4am dream,  
LED moonlight bursting through   
clouds of Chantilly lace  
to give you nocturnal glow.  
I just wanted you to know  
I’m already my own best friend   
but you could be my favourite face.  
  



23     Aladdin curses the lamp  
 
 
irresponsible me,  
I turn the first thought toward  
scallops and silk, that means secure the bag   
to tailor to superfluous tastes.  
after that, ask for as much life   
as eternity will allow so I end up   
counting birthdays in lightyears.  
last wish left, I ask for someone to share   
the centuries and coins.  
genie says, ‘I doubt you’re ready 
to pay the price of pretty.’  
 
disrespectful me,   
I dare him to show me a mountain   
too high for me to scale  
and watch me make a doormat of a peak.  
 
its been 500 years of making whirlwinds of green clouds  
and surfing magic carpets over mountains.  
I still search for jasmine.  
 
 
  



24     Pan goes home   
 
 
want to make the mundane sweet?  
add a splash of rum.   
 
humidity holds its breath for us  
while the first errant drops  
tease ash and dust  
to rise in the air  
and we smell the mid-afternoon rains approach   
 
want to cool the evening down?  
pray for a bit of water and don't begrudge  
the 100-meter dash to the clothes line  
 
after chasing my own shadow   
to sew it back in place, I found myself a lost boy  
and it took following the trade winds toward the equator  
to rediscover neverland.  
 
want to help me simmer down?  
pour me a drink.  
it's been a long flight.  
 
 
 
 
  



25     a matriarchy of birds  
 
 
she sat weeks waiting for an egg to stir.  
she rose earlier than the rest for extra worms  
and surrendered belly and beak,  
making meals when she repeats  
until the chick grew the strength to shed down.  
she clocked extra air miles for the infant,  
cooing unconditional love   
until the first time he chirps the word 'bitch'  
and mama leaves the nest for good  
singing it's time to get grown.  
 
 
 
 
  



26     humming bird disharmony  
 
 
swallow tail swooping down, 
I might sweep you off for your feet 
and disappear before they  
rediscover the ground, 
I move too fast for photography.  
 
I'll want you to think of me when you're lonely 
and in the middle of our mid-air performance 
when your busy crowd surfing the savannah floor, 
I'll wave goodbye like, 
'I'll be gone ‘til whenever, 
please water the plants. 
I might return if there's nectar.' 
 
 
 
 
  



27     putting up a resistance  
 
 
hardly have a cent to spend 
but the old shirt fits familiar 
so you wear it like a virgin 
and it hugs you tight, 
silhouette for the swinging. 
 
and at least you have the rhythm. 
 
so many places you'd rather be 
if gas tank wasn't always empty, 
but home is within range, 
so you turn traffic into discotheque 
and beg bones to relax 
 
and at least you have the music 
 
hardly space for thought 
among so many worries 
until keyboard chords clear confusion. 
it's so much fight and hardly any frolic 
until you find fire sizzling on a snare, 
add lipstick stains to the end of the roll  
and inhale. 
then baseline invites you to bawl out 
and try to rescue pleasure from the pain 
and try to savour the rest 
since there's more to come tomorrow. 
drums repeat  
resist,  
resist,  
resist. 
 

  



28     is this introspection? 
 
 
I take some time to read my own mind. 
I learned that from my father. 
books, cue cards and paper planes 
litter the library floor. 
 
this note asks  
where do you see yourself in 5 years? 
            answer: not here 
 
white envelope says 
your head is like a strainer, 
you let the juice flow  
and keep the trash 
            I always thought  
            I was more a calabash  
 
pen scratch on post-it says 
you own the space but  
you'll never belong 
           real estate is overrated - I reply 
            
those scraps says 
sometimes you look like  
mid summer sun signing off in endless encore 
          that's perfect lighting  
 
paint tube receipt says  
so much for that summer trip to Spain. 
you just threw your money down the drain. 
          I keep silent in the hope that 
          it flows into a wishing well 
  



29     we spoke of dreams 
 
 
row the bathtub ashore  
through cold April fog  
while harbour lights offer a prism 
pointing toward the Parthenon.  
fall asleep on the beach,  
wake to mango morning  
with feet on white washed gallery walls  
and notice the sky remains purple.  
 
I dream in different galaxies  
and wake happy for that man.  
 
let me tell you another.  
sky fell in everlasting diamond,  
cutting through cloud and snapping  
a splash on a face as moths drown in night air 
and clamber for the nearest fern lifeboat. 
it appears ominous for us two,  
huddled under zinc hut as the ground turns to  
cocoa tea at our toes.  
'nothing like a bit of rain  
with the road march,' you say,  
'and at least we have this monsoon music',  
so we dance broader than broad way,  
kerosene lamps through the black.  
 
 
 
 



30     Shakespeare pens a tearful tryst 

 
 
cold cerasee tea stays bitter despite the honey 
and hell's favourite horsewoman rode do or die  
drive by last week and yes,  
black stallion and bloody cutlass 
she stole my heart and took the rabbit foot charm 
since she was tired and sick  
of seeing things go right with us wannabe social climbers 
and how we try to skip a step before  
sliding down snake skin purse  
into grands worth of debt 
and maybe she was the one to stuff the ballot boxes  
or maybe she had infected the counting machines  
with computer virus efficiency 
and maybe she was only elected for exile  
but looking past closed casket creature comforts 
and weekly ambivalence to Monday's melody 
and past microwave when there's no pot to hot the tea 
and no dinner on the table  
and empty milk jugs save a few drops  
that make oreos of ants 
and more than chipped crowns  
after biting stone fruit while ignorant of the pits 
and among those strange memories of hands nailed to bed corners 
and sacrilegious sacrifice in crucifixion and sex 
and through wishing we had never met  
or that we would have met in Korea town  
or by that Bloor street bistro, eventually, 
you see, I remember hard landings can be made smooth with soft knees, 
and the only tragedy will be if she never reads these words. 


